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EDITORIAL

Successful ageing, depression and resilience research;
a call for a priori approaches to investigations
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Given the multitude of risk factors for depression in modern society and given the negative consequences of depressive
problems for successful ageing, investigating resilience in relation to depression may help identifying entry points for reducing the burden of morbidity. Research on resilience begins with the realisation that individuals may demonstrate good
physical or psychological functioning despite being exposed to risk experiences that can have serious negative impact on
functioning. Interest in investigating resilience within ageing research has been increasing. Among the approaches toward
investigating resilience are so-called a priori approaches, where criteria for inferring resilience are established a priori. In this
editorial, we highlight some of the advantages of taking a priori approaches to the study of resilience and we touch on the
implications for a priori approaches for the topic of resilience and depression. We argue that depression should take a prominent role in resilience research, because depression is strongly associated with opportunities for successful ageing.
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Successful ageing and resilience – these are concepts
that occupy the minds of scholars, as societies are confronted with unprecedented population ageing. The
application of these concepts in empirical research generates much interest and discussion. The implications
of these concepts for depression research should be
debated, because good mental health is instrumental
to both of them.
Successful ageing is among the core concepts of gerontology, but the operational definition of successful
ageing has been heavily debated (Cosco et al. 2013).
Articulated suggestions for modification of approaches
to define successful ageing pointed toward the necessity to incorporate information on mental health.
Most older adults value emotional functioning highly,
in addition to physical functioning (Bowling & Dieppe,
2005). Following those suggestions, studies have incorporated indicators of mental health, such as depressive
symptomatology, in operational definitions of successful ageing (Kok et al. 2017). Even if depression is not
considered to be part of successful ageing, it is strongly
associated with it (Jeste et al. 2013).
From the perspective of public health, it has been
clear that the burden of depressive problems has
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been a considerable challenge to healthy population
ageing (Murray & Lopez, 1997). Given the multitude
of risk factors for depression in modern society and
given the consequences of depressive problems, investigating resilience in relation to depression seems an
obvious route toward identifying entry points for
reducing the burden of morbidity.
Research on resilience is the science that explains
why people thrive despite being exposed to specific
risk experiences. In the remainder of this editorial we
refer to resilience among human beings. However,
research from other academic disciplines study resilience of other systems, such as social systems, economic
systems or ecological systems. Origins of resilience
research can be found in different academic disciplines, such as ecology (Primm, 1984; Holling, 1986;
Adger, 2000) and developmental psychology (Rutter,
1987; Garmezy, 1993; Werner, 1995; Rutter, 2006).
Emblemic is the study of children growing up during
the times of the Great Depression. Considered to be
among key contributions to sociology and developmental psychology are the findings of Glen H. Elder,
showing that an unavoidable life outcome of cumulative disadvantage following from Depression hardship
was not supported by empirical evidence (Elder, 2011).
Elder’s work demonstrated that individuals from the
Depression cohort often fared well in their adult
lives, when they had access to advanced education,
marriage or military training, providing opportunities
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for schooling to repair educational and skill deficiencies. These opportunities led to turning points in
their lives, allowing them to overcome the potentially
negative consequences of the Depression years
(Elder, 1974).
Research on resilience begins with the realisation that
some individuals demonstrate good physical or
psychological functioning despite being exposed to
risk experiences that can have serious negative impact
on functioning (Rutter, 2006). For instance, few experiences can be as traumatic as child abuse. Among other
things, abused children tend to report lower levels of
well-being, risk behaviour (Gilbert et al. 2009) and
higher levels of clinically relevant aggression (Holmes
et al. 2015). Nevertheless, there are specific groups of
individuals that have suffered physical abuse but
remain free from clinically relevant levels of aggression.
Research suggests that such children had the advantage
of specific protective factors, such as good prosocial
skills (Holmes et al. 2015). The idea behind research on
resilience is that subgroups of resilient individuals
such as these are not merely a group of statistical outliers, but have had access to psychological, social and/
or material assets and resources that helped them to
deal with such experiences in such a way that they
have been able to remain free from health problems
later in life. Sometimes, resilience appears to be quite
common, rather than being an exception (Southwick
et al. 2014).
Interest in investigating resilience within ageing
research has been increasing. For example, the theme
of the 2012 issue of the Annual Review of Gerontology
and Geriatrics was ‘Emerging perspectives on resilience
in adulthood and old age’ (Hayslip & Smith, 2012). It
included several chapters, discussing resilience in
immune functioning, mood disorders, psychological
resilience and cognitive resilience and resilience and
chronic illness and disability, among others. In 2011,
Windle introduced the concept to gerontology with a
review and concept analysis (Windle, 2011). She proposed the following definition: ‘Resilience is the process
of effectively negotiating, adapting to, or managing significant sources of stress or trauma. Assets and resources
within the individual, their life and environment facilitate this capacity for adaptation and ‘bouncing back’
in the face of adversity. Across the life course, the experience of resilience will vary’ (Windle, 2011).
It has been argued that the concept of resilience is so
ambiguous that many may have an intuitive grasp of
what it means, but that meaningful and comprehensive
measurement falls short (Panter-Brick & Leckman,
2013). A review of operational definitions of resilience
in longitudinal studies indeed demonstrates that several
have been in use (Cosco et al. 2017), which may lead to
conceptual confusion. Different operational definitions
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of resilience include resilience as measured with resilience metrics, data driven latent variable models and a
priori established criteria of resilience. At first glance,
all three approaches may have their strengths and
limitations (Cosco et al. 2017). But we believe that an a
priori approach to establishing criteria for inferring the
presence of resilience has at least two important merits,
which have implications for incorporating resilience
in the study of depression. We aim to highlight these
merits in this editorial.
Perhaps the most important merit of an a priori
approach is that the study of resilience can be geared
toward the stressor, or risk exposure, that is at hand.
When resilience is seen as identification of those who
have better outcomes than could be expected given
the circumstances (Windle, 2011), it follows that an a
priori approach to defining what resilience is should
identify: (1) what the ‘circumstances’ at hand are; i.e.
what is the adversity, stressor or risk exposure in
which researchers are interested, and (2) when an outcome is better than could be expected. Thus, resilience
equates with the presence of an a priori-selected adversity, stressor or risk factor and the presence of an a
priori-selected outcome that is better than expected,
given exposure to the adversity.
A priori approaches should carefully define both criteria and ensure that the yardstick chosen for measuring
an outcome that is better than could be expected is
indeed relevant to the adversity. For example, we
could be interested in investigating resilience in older
people who have had a lifetime of exposure to low socioeconomic position. Such exposure is chronic, not acute.
Older people can be confronted with decline in multiple
domains of functioning. Not just the physical, but also
the cognitive, emotional and social domains of functioning. Besides, socioeconomic adversity has been linked to
adverse outcomes spanning these multiple domains.
These facts are crucial for the study of resilience in the
context of this particular example, because they imply
that resilient older people with low socioeconomic position cannot be identified on the basis of their functioning on just one domain. A proper investigation of
resilience in this example should avoid the pitfall of
labelling people as resilient based on information on
one domain (e.g. absence of depression), while they
may be in fact performing rather poorly on other
domains. A suggestion for a relevant outcome in this
context could be a measure of successful ageing that
encompasses information about functioning across
multiple domains, including depression.
A downside of using resilience metrics, such as
measurement instruments of psychological resilience,
is that they consider only a limited part of all potential
protective factors that may protect against a stressor in
different situations. In well-known resilience metrics,
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such as the dispositional resilience scale (Bartone et al.
1989) and ego-resiliency (Block & Kremen, 1996), resilience is viewed as a personality trait. This personality
trait is considered static, independent of the disadvantage and transferrable into different environments. The
trait is labelled resilient when it successfully moderates
the effects of stress and promotes adaptation. While
some of the more recent metrics also incorporate interpersonal elements (Connor & Davidson, 2003; Smith
et al. 2008), their predominant focus remains on psychological and individual aspects of resilience. The
metrics often include aspects of personal competence,
interpersonal control and self-esteem. In Windle et al.
(2011) performed a review study on 15 resilience
metrics published in peer-reviewed journals and criticised the lack of attention that was paid to family
and community resources. They questioned whether
the metrics cater sufficiently to a multidimensional
definition of resilience; a definition that includes assets
and resources available in the environment in addition
to personality of the individual.
Therefore, a second merit of an a priori approach to
research on resilience is that it allows for careful a priori
consideration of the factors that may help individuals
overcome the specific adversity at hand and remain
free from depressive problems, or to overcome depressive problems and remain free from further negative
outcomes that may be the consequence of the depressive
problems. With regards to the latter, both low neuroticism and absence of pain may improve recovery from
substantial depressive symptomatology in older adults
(Jeuring et al. 2016), indicating that resilience factors
can be both aspects of personality as well as aspects of
physical functioning. Further negative consequences
of depression in late life are manifold, and include
comorbidity, disability, complications in comorbidity
and mortality (Blazer, 2003). Likewise, adversities that
may give rise to depression in late life are manifold,
including biological, psychological and social risks
(Blazer & Hybels, 2005). Considering the many causes
and consequences of depression in late life, it seems
unlikely that there are single specific resilience factors
that protect against most of these causes or protect
against most negative outcomes of depression. In
other words: if understanding the causes and consequences of depression requires a biopsychosocial
approach, as many believe, understanding resilience in
the face of depression or resilience to depression also
requires a biopsychosocial approach.
Thus, a proper understanding of resilience begins
with the proper conceptualisation of the adversity
that is believed to confer risk and the proper conceptualisation of the outcome that defines who is resilient
and who is not. Both a priori methods of describing
the adversity and describing the outcome may be

challenging (Panter-Brick & Leckman, 2013). In 2005,
Bowling and Dieppe asked what successful ageing is,
and who should define it (Bowling & Diepe, 2005).
Perhaps we should ask this question about resilience
as well, in relation to each particular adversity: what
is resilience, and who should define it? Exploring
what should characterise resilience in caregivers of
people with dementia, Joling et al. (2015) found that
research professionals had completely different views
about this than caregivers themselves did. While professionals highlighted that resilience would be characterised by a high level of quality of life of the
caregivers, the caregivers themselves indicated that
resilience would require that the caregiver and the person with dementia maintained a good relationship
(Joling et al. 2015). Also, they held partly different
views about what would characterise extreme adversity in this situation, where professionals indicated
that if the caregiver cared for a person with dementia
with severe behavioural problems it would be the
most extreme adversity. The caregivers indicated that
caregivers receiving little social support and having
no social activities would characterise the most
extreme adversity. Clearly then, who defines what
resilience is in each situation influences decisions
about the yardstick that is used to identify it and the
data that are needed to measure it. Face validity of
resilience research substantially increases if it takes
into account relevant stakeholder views about the outcomes that are valuable to pursue and promote and a
proper a priori approach should consider those views,
whenever possible.
Coming back to depression; it is not difficult to see
that depression may be relevant for a priori approaches
to study resilience in several different ways. Firstly,
depression can be seen as a source of stress. Suffering
from depression increases people’s risk of further
adverse outcomes, but there is variability in those outcomes and significant numbers of people suffering
from depression may remain free from related adverse
outcomes. Studying the characteristics of this group
would be worthwhile from a preventative point of
view. Secondly, depression is an obvious (undesirable)
outcome – a yardstick that researchers may use to indicate presence of resilience (i.e. absence of depression
despite exposure to a specific stressor), or resilience failure (i.e. development of depression after exposure to a
stressor). Thirdly, depression may also act as a factor
that might undermine resilience in the face of other
types of adversity that are related to ageing, by reducing
physical integrity or depleting mental and social
resources.
While a priori approaches highlight the need to define
the adversity as well as the outcome prior to investigation, we suggest that proper study of the process of
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resilience may not only rely on information about the
outcome after the adversity, but also on information
about functioning before the exposure to adversity
occurred. Taking the prior situation into account may
lead to identification of qualitatively distinct resilience
groups. This principle is clearly demonstrated by
(Galatzer-Levy & Bonanno 2012). Studying trajectories
of depression before and after bereavement, GalatzerLevy & Bonanno identified a large group of resilient
older adults who remained free from substantial depressive symptomatology, consisting of 66% of their sample.
They also identified a smaller group (10%) with substantial pre-bereavement depressive problems, but showing
recovery after bereavement. In this study, bereavement
was the adversity and trajectories of depression were
the outcome, where trajectories reflected the process of
adaptation and coping spanning periods before and
after bereavement.
Finally, it remains important to realise that exposure to
adversity is rarely random. The most vulnerable and least
endowed people are often most likely to be exposed to
adversity. In addition, they are also the ones who have
the least resources or assets to successfully cope with
adversity. Research on resilience and depression should
prioritise finding protective factors that may increase
the resilience of vulnerable groups specifically. These
groups may include older populations.
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